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South Australia’s 10-year science 
and innovation strategy, EXCITE, 
was launched in October 2020 to 
attract research investment and  
take South Australian products 
and services to the world.

A key initiative of the EXCITE Strategic Plan is the SA 

Innovation Challenge, which will demonstrate South 

Australia’s capacity to translate high-quality research  

to deliver new to world innovative solutions that meet  

a global market need.

With $1 million committed from the Government of  

South Australia, the SA Innovation Challenge will focus 

on the Growth State priority sectors of health, medical 

industries and hi-tech, creating early market advantage 

and growth opportunities for South Australian businesses.

Introduction
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The ability of people to live independently, productively, 

with dignity and autonomy at any stage of life requires a 

suite of sensory, physical and cognitive abilities.  Innovators, 

startups and businesses from the local, national, and global 

community are invited to address the following challenge:

SA INNOVATION CHALLENGE

Demonstrate South Australia’s capability 
to harness frontier technologies across 
the research and innovation value chain 
to develop new products or services 
that augment the ability of a person at 
any stage of life to live independently, 
productively, with dignity and wellbeing, 
and create early market advantage for 
South Australian businesses.
It is expected the challenge will be delivered within two years.



The objectives of the SA 
Innovation Challenge are to: 

The outputs and performance 
measures of the SA Innovation 
Challenge will focus on: 

• harness South Australia’s research capability  

and collaboration networks to deliver new to  

world innovative solutions to meet a commercial 

market need

• kickstart a step-change in a new or existing industry 

sector to transform that sector and create early 

market advantage for South Australian business

• spotlight South Australia’s research excellence, 

collaboration networks and pathways to 

commercialisation to a global audience.

• stimulating business expenditure on research  

and development

• translating research and ideas into commercial 

products and services

• establishing and scaling new and existing businesses

• attracting venture and risk capital investment

• increasing researchers in industry and collaborative 

publications  

• developing high-value STEMM skills and jobs.

Objectives 
and Outputs

OBJECTIVES OUTPUTS
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APPLICANTS

Applicants must be a trading business incorporated  

in Australia, be financially viable, have an Australian 

Business Number (ABN), be non-tax exempt and  

registered for the Goods and Services Tax (GST).   

 

Consortia applications are welcome subject to the  

lead applicant’s ability to enter into a funding agreement 

with the Government of South Australia.

PROPOSALS

Proposals must demonstrate the ability to meet the 

objectives and deliver the outputs of the SA Innovation 

Challenge, and include at least one research collaboration 

partner such as a university, independent research 

institute, or government research institute.

FUNDING

With $1 million committed from the Government  

of South Australia to implement the SA Innovation 

Challenge, proposals that include co-investment,  

cash and in-kind, will be favourably received.

ELIGIBILITY

EXPENDITURE

Eligible expenditure includes: 

• salaries directly attributed to the delivery of the  

proposed solution 

• specialist professional services 

• acquisition of specialist equipment, hardware and 

software 

• protecting intellectual property rights 

• prototyping, development and testing 

• market research 

• regulatory approvals. 

Ineligible expenditure includes: 

• buildings and utilities 

• business consumables

• recruitment or relocation costs 

• international travel

• funding administration costs 

• costs incurred before funding agreement execution

• any other activities as determined by the South 

Australian Government that are the usual requirement  

of business. 
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APPLICANTS 

The successful applicant(s) of the SA Innovation Challenge 

will be selected through a competitive two-stage process:

• Stage 1 – Expression of Interest  

(open call from Monday 29 March 2021)

• Stage 2 – Full Application  

(by invitation from Monday 3 May 2021)

• Short-listed applicant interviews (7 – 18 June 2021) 

Applications must address the Assessment Criteria, and  

also include:

• a curriculum vitae (2 pages) of the applicant and partners

• a letter confirming co-investment, signed by a senior 

authorised representative, eg. Chief Executive, of the 

applicant and partner orgnaisations. 

Applications must contain all the information 

necessary for assessment and must be submitted to 

SAInnovationChallenge@sa.gov.au 

ASSESSMENT 

The Department for Innovation and Skills will establish 

an Assessment Panel in consultation with relevant 

organisations and government departments, and assess 

applications based on the following criteria.

Innovation (50%)
• how the proposed solution will align with Growth State, 

and meet the objectives and outputs of the challenge

• technical merit of the proposed solution against  

existing solutions

• adequacy of the commercialisation plan and  

scalability of the proposed solution, including path  

to market and timeframes

• extent of novel research approaches and effective 

collaboration between business and research

• ability of the challenge to develop national and 

international linkages and networks which will  

benefit South Australia’s research and innovation  

value chain, attract talented researchers, grow  

start-ups and SMEs, and develop an innovative  

supply chain from South Australia.

APPLICATION, ASSESSMENT 
AND APPROVALS
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Capacity (30%)
• governance model and track record managing  

similar challenges

• access to personnel with the right skills and experience

• financial viability and access to capital

• access to intellectual property, technology, and 

infrastructure

• clearly defined milestones and performance measures.

Value (20%)
• level of co-investment, cash and in-kind, from the 

applicant/consortia 

• budget and how funding will be used.

APPROVALS 

The Assessment Panel will assess proposals and make 

funding recommendations to the Minister for Innovation 

and Skills.  The final decision to approve funding will 

be made by the Minister.  There is no obligation for the 

Minister to approve any proposals.

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT 

Successful applicants will be required to enter into funding 

agreeement with the South Australian Government. 

No approval of a proposal, nor any notification to an 

applicant that their proposal is successful, nor any invitation 

to negotiate will be effective to constitute a funding 

agreeement or to create any legitimate expectation  

unless the agreement is executed by both parties.  

Funds must not be applied for, or used for any matter  

other than the original purpose set out in accordance  

with the funding agreeement. Successful applicants  

will be required to report on the challenge’s progress 

and performance as agreed with the South Australian 

Government. 

Information received in connection with a proposal may  

be used and communicated outside the Government of 

South Australia for due diligence, monitoring, reporting 

and evaluation purposes.

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE 

Challenge details and amount of funding will be made 

public subject to the Government’s consideration of any 

commercial and public interest factors.
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Published April 2021. 
No responsibility for any loss or damage caused by reliance on any of the 
information or advice provided by or on behalf of the state of South Australia, 
or for any loss or damage arising from acts or omissions made, is accepted by 
the state of South Australia, their officers, servants or agents. Produced by the 
Department for Innovation and Skills © April 2021. Content correct, to the 
best of the Department’s knowledge, at time of production.

www.innovationandskills.sa.gov.au

The Innovation Challenge 
is proudly supported by


